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ABSTRACT

A classification scheme for the products of engineering
research is descrhd, involving three principal categories
of product: improved modelling techniques, solutions
and tools. These categories can be linked to the contri-
butions they make to engineering design. A set of pro
forma abstracts are proposed as a reliable means of iden-
tifying the three categories. A preliminary sample of
published engineering papers indicates that normally at
least 90 percent of papers fall into these three categories.

For ~cent CHI and InterCHI conferences, however, only

about 30 percent can be thus categorized. The remainder
appear mostly to describe radical solutions (solutions
not derived from incnsmental improvements to solutions
to the same problem), and experience andlor heuristics
gained mostly from studies of radical solutions. Some
comments are made about the reasons for these depar-
tures from normal engineering research practice.

KEY WORDS: Human-computer interaction, research
methods, research products, system design, abstracts,
radical solutions.

INTRODUCTION

How will we judge CHI ’94 in the years to come? By what
metrics or criteria will we assess the value of this confer-
ence, or indeed of any conference relating to our fields of
work?

These questions of course elicit different answers from
those who have attended the conference in question and
those who have not. Attending a conference offers the
unique benefits of meeting old acquaintances and making
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new ones, hearing topical issues addressed by keynote
speakers and panels of experts, participating in workshops,
and joining in the dkcussions of presented papers. It also
offers a chance to learn about recent research from the pa-
pers themselves. None of these benefits, except the last, is
available duectly to non-attendees. For them the primary
source of benefit is the set of papers published in the pro-
ceedings, and the measure of a good conference-perhaps
worth attending next year?-is likely to lie in the work that
the individual papers present.

I have become interested in understanding how published
HCI research contributes to strengthening the practice of

computer systems development. This is of course only a
small part of the much larger issue of how all research,
published or not, makes contributions. However, pub-
lished research represents the primary basis of dissemina-
tion to the systems community as a whole. and therefore
plays a vital role in strengthening practice. It is this role
of published research, together with its accessibility, that
has motivated me to conduct this study. As I shall point
out, mine has been a very preliminary study, but it perhaps
makes the case for fi.trther studies of a more extensive and
rigorous nature.

This paper analyses HCI research in terms of the different

kinds of product that result. In this respect it takes a differ-

ent line from previous studies such as Jarvinen’s which are
more concerned with the researcher’s method [14]. Jn out-
line, the paper starts by identifying a set of three principal
categories of research product, corresponding to enhance-
ments in modelling techniques, in solutions and in design
tools. It vertiles that these three categories do indeed cover
the vast majority of research in other fields of engineering.
It then considers the products of HCI research, pointing out
that these are more dit%crdt to classify. A more rigorous
method of classification, based on pro forma abstracts, is

developed, and this is applied to research publications in
CHI and InterCHI proceedings. A relatively small propor-
tion of these fall into the three principal categories; two
further categories (radical solutions and experi-
encdheuristics) are needed in order to cover the remainder,
and the reasons for this are discussed in the fiial section.
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ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND DESIGN
PRACTICE

HCI research takes place within an engineering context. Its
primary value lies in its contributions to the practice of in-
teractive computer systems development. Leading HCI E-
searchers have confirmed the link with engineering, justify-
ing their work in terms of having “simplified the theory
into practical engineering models, which are the tools for
designers to apply the theory” [2]. I have attempted to
place this study in the general context of engineering re-
search, lodcing SPFICSIIY at how this research can con-
tribute to engineering design.

The engineering design context is especially vital to HCI
research, for it defines not only a community of designers
as clients for the research, but also a whole tradition of
practice within which the results of research are used. We
can fmd numerous descriptions of this practice in the litera-
ture [10, 111. Taken together, they offer roughly the fol-
lowing account of the engineering design process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,
7.

Recognizing the need for an artifke, and thus identify-
ing a problem in computer systems design whose solu-
tion will meet this need.
Thinking of a number of alternative solutions to the
problem, and making a selection.
Working out the details to see if the solution is practi-
cable, calling on relevant technologies and engineering
sciences.
Identifying aspects of the problem that the solution

cannot address without additional knowledge, i.e.,
where improvements to the chosen solution are needed.
Making estimates and predictions of performance to see
if the solution meets the specitlcation.
Building a prototype and testing it thoroughly.
Making further modi.iicat.ions to the design, and possi-
bly bt&ling and testing further prototype;. -

The value of this account, indeed of ahnost any account of
engineering design, is that it shows us where research can
contribute. It helps us to identify three main forms of con-

EM ES ET Other Tot. %E..
Electronics 51 28 12 1 92
Thermodynamics 82 2 - - 84 1%
Nuclear technology 79 19 20 10 128 92
Aeronautics 99 5 23 7 134 95
Soil mechanics 102 2 4 4 112 96

Total 417 56 59 22 554 96

Table 1. Numbers of published papers in each of
three categories: Enhanced Mcdel (EM), Enhanced
Solution (ES) and Enhanced Tool (H). The ?!E..”
column shows the percentage falling in these three
categories. Sources: Intl. J. Electronics 70, 71;
Intl. J. Heat and Mass Transfer 35; Nuclear
Technology 97; J. Aircraff 26; 12fh Infl. Conf. on
Soil Mech. and Foundations Eng.

l,\

tribution that resernch can make

EM Enhanced analytical modelling techniques, based on
relevant theory, that can be used to tell whether the
design is practicable or to make performance predic-
tions;

ES Enhanced solutions thatovercome otherwise insoluble
aspects of problems, or that are easier to analyse with
existing modelling techniques;

ET Enhanced tools and methods for applying analytical
models and for building functional models or proto-
types.

We can fmd confiiation of this classification in texts on
engineering design, such as [12]. However, the real proof
of its validity lies in the research literature. The results of
a preliminary survey of five bodies of published engineer-
ing research, summarised in Table 1, suggest that at least
90 percent of papers normally fall into one or other of the
thee categories.

In summary, existing deftitions and descriptions of engi-
neering design enable us to make two observations. First

they help us conclude that engineering research generally
makes contributions to practice of three kinds: modelling
techniques, enhanced solutions, and tools and methods.
Second, they help us to see how each of these has a clearly
identifkd role in support of the engineering design process.
With these two points in mind, we can turn to the main
question raised at the outset: what kinds of contribution
does HCI offer to the practicing engineer? The next two
sections explain how we can overcome some initial d.i.M-
cukies in classifying HCI research. They describe the use
of pro forma abstracts to capture the product of the nmearch
and set it in a context of the method by which it is carried
out.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM HCI RESEARCH

I have found HCI’S research products difficult to classify in
comparison with other branches of engineering. Although
some published papers seem to be offering results that
would fall into one or other of the three categories above,
other papers clearly are not, and the dividing lines are hard
to establish. For these reasons I have concluded that it is
not possible to analyse the HCI literature by looking sim-
ply at the titles of papers, for example, or at the abstracts
provided by authors. Such an approach is bound to be
heavily influenced by the investigator’s subjective opinion.

I have chosen to solve the problem of classifying ambigu-
ous cases by trying to match them with the research meth-
ods employed in each of the three principal categories:

.
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Enhanced mode[ling techniques am generated by apply-
ing existing techniques to designs, and making com-
parisons with the results of empirical tests on working
prototypes or products; areas of discrepancy between
predicted and actual results are noted. The researcher
then develops anew model that offers a more accurate
prediction, and confirms its accuracy by means of fresh
empirical tests.
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Enhanced solutions arise from measuring limitations
in the ability of existing solutions to address certain
problems. These motivate the researcher to devise an
enhanced design that overcomes the limitations, per-
haps making use of modelhng techniques to predict the
outcome. The new solution is prototy~d and tested to
demonstrate a successful outcome.
Enhanced tools and methods arise from observations
that modelling techniques or solutions need supporting
tools or methods in order to be applied efilciently and
reliably. A tool or method is devised, and is applied in
a design context so as to confii that it provides effec-
tive support for the modelling technique or for the use
of the solution.

Each of the three methods, whilst following a similar pat-
tern, stands out from the others in a number of ways. The
overall pattern is one of initial analysis, motivating the de-
vising of an enhancement, ultimately confiied in tests.
However, not only does each method devise a different kind
of enhancement, but each initial analysis has a different fo-
cus, and the final confiiation has a different form too. In
effect the conduct of the research stamps it with a method-
ological “signature” that sets it clearly apart from the other
categories. It is this signature that pro forma abstracts at-
tempt to capture, thus making each of the research cate-
gories more easily distinguishable.

Pro Forma Abstracts

Pro forma abstracts are templates, written in the style of
normal abstracts, into which the results of research can be
“slotted” according to the category of method followed and
research product generated. There are, not surprisingly,
three principal pro formas corresponding to the three types
of product identified alwve:

EM Enhanced Model:
Existing <model-type> models are deficient in dealing
with <properties> of <solution strategy>. An enhanced
<model-type> is described, capable of providing more

accurate anaIyses / predictions of <properties> in
<solution strategy> designs. The model has been tested
by comparing analyses / predictions with empirically
measured values of <properties>.

ES Enhanced Solution:
Studies of existing eartefact-type> have shown deficien-
cies in <property>. An enhanced design for an
<artefact-type> is described, based on <solution strat-
egy>. In comparison with existing solutions, it offers
enhanced levels of <property>, according to analyses
based on <model-type>. These improvements have
been confiied / demonstrated in tests of a working
<artefact-type> based on the design.

ET Enhunced Tool:
The effectiveness of Umxlel-type> / <solution strategy>
in supporting the design of <artefact-type> has been
demonstrated. An enhanced tool/method is described
for the design of <artefact-type> based on <model-type>

/ <solution strategy>. Examples are provided codii-
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ing the effectiveness of its support for <model-type>
<solution strategy> in design.

I

Examples of the use of these three pro formas to capture
the pr&&cts of HCI research are sho~ ~ Figure 1. -

The examples in Figure 1 adhere quite closely to the pro
formas, but I have not found this strictly necessary for the
purposes of classification. It is possible to omit the moti-
vational or confirmatory clauses altogether if the paper’s
contents warrant this.

HCI classification: initial results

Table 2 shows the initial results of categorizing the entire
body of papers from the five sets of CHI and InterCHI pro-
ceedings published in the period 1989 to 1993, using the
three principal pro jormas. The results are signiilcantly dif-
ferent from any gained from analysing research products
from other fields. The most striking difference is the very
high proportion of products falling into the “Other” cate-
gory: out of 282 papers, 208 were “Others”, representing
nearly 74 per cent. In other words, roughly three quarters
of the research presented at CHI and InterCHI conferences
basically appears not to fit into any of the three principal

Enhanced Model:
Existing GOMS models are deficient in dealing with the
speed of use of workstation applications involving dy-
namic visual information and multi-party conversation.
An enhanced GOMS model is described, capable of pro-
viding more accurate predictions of speed of use in such
workstation application designs. The model has been
tested by comparing predictions with empirically mea-
sured values of speed of use (John90).

Enhanced Solution:
Studies of existing automatic document layout schemes
have shown deficiencies in ease of learning and range of
information handled. An enhanced design for a layout
system is described, based on morphological analysis to
extract logical structure. In comparison with existing
solutions, it offers enhanced levels of accuracy in deter-
mining logical structure. These improvements have
been demonstrated in tests of a working layout system
based on the design (Iwai89).

Enhanced Tool:
The effectiveness of walkthroughs in supporting the de-
sigu of interactive systems has been demonstrated. An
enhanced tool is described for the design of interactive
systems based on the use of video recording equipment
and informal, interactive evaluation sessions. Examples
are provided cont%ming the effectiveness of its support
for walkthroughs in design (Rowley92).

Figure 1. Examples of the three principal forms of
pro forma abstract, applied to published accounts of
HCI research. Sources: John, C/-// ’90 Proc., pp.
107-1 14; Iwai et al., CH/ ’89 Proc., pp. 369-374;
Rowley and Rhoades, CH/ ’92 Proc., pp. 389-395.
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categories of research, It simply resists classitlcation ac-
cording to normal engineering research practice.

We may be tempted to draw some immediate conclusions
about the value of the research in question. However, a
more important task is to learn more about the nature of

the “unclaasiflable” three quarters of the papers-what kinds
of products did they offer, and what contributions might
they have been intended to make to design? In the next sec-
tion I will summarize the results of an analysis that led me
to conclude that these papers were primarily concerned with
presenting and analysing radical solutions that could not
easily be related to previously published research.

Radical and normal solutions

Several accounts of engineering design have drawn attention
to the special role of radical soh.dions in punctuating the
normal steady progress of design enhancement. Constant

draws a distinction between radical technology and normal
technology, deftig normal technology as “what techno-
logical communities usually do” [31. He considers it gen-
erally requisite to technological progress, constituting the
bulk of all technical activity.

Writing more recently, Vincenti contrasts normal with radi-
cal desigtx

In radical design, how the device should be arranged or
even how it works is largely unknown. The designer
has never seen such a device before and has no pre-
sumption of success. The problem is to design some-
thing that will i%nction well enough to warrant further
development [14].

I have found it helpful to apply the radical-normal distinc-
tion to HCI research. Applied in the strict sense, very few
of the systems described would count as “radical technol-
ogy” or “radical designs”, but a great many of them am dis-
tinctly novel in the way they apply technology to solving
problems. They are truly radical solutions, of the kind to
which Rogers is referring when he says, “a new concept
may be an original application of an existing device or

principle which necessitates a good deal of adaptation” [11].
In other words, often it is the application of interactive

EM ES ET Other Total %E..
CHI ’89 3 3 13 35 54 35.1
CHI ’90 52 4 36 47 23.4
CHI ’91 31 7 41 52 21.1
CHI ’92 91 8 49 67 26.9
InterCHI ’93 4 1 10 47 62 24.2

Totals 24 8 42 208 282 26.2

~t 8.5 2.814 .973.8100.0

Table 2. Initial analysis of HCI papers, showing
distribution of CHI and lnterCHl papers among the
three principal categories of product. As before, the
“%E..” column shows the total percentage falling in
these three principal categories.

_r, ,,\

technology that is radical, not the technology itself.
Among the many radical solutions described in the pages of

CHI and InterCHI proceedings tue the gaze-directed, selMs-
closing display of Starker and Bolt, the shared awareness

tool of Borning and Travers, and the paper user interface of
Johnson et al. [1,5, 13].

How can we reliably recognise radical solutions? Thomas
Kuhn, who fwst drew attention to the distinction between
revolutionary and normal science, suggested that normal
science follows established paradigms [61. At the time
these paradigms are fiist proposed, they represent the kinds
of revolutionary ideas that we see in radical design solu-
tions. In an engineering domain they are characterized, as
Constant points out, by a tendency to introduce perturba-
tions and side-effects which must gradually be ironed out,
and which make it difficult to measure improvements in
any one dimension [3]. In HCI research, radical solutions
stand out as deliberate attempts to introduce new paradigms
in order to solve particuhr problems; they are characterized
by the introduction of side-effects and by a need to reorga-
nize the receiving enviromnent. They are justiled, never-
theless, by the possibility of overcoming the limitations of
existing normal solutions.

These characteristics of radical solutions make them fairly
easy to distinguish in the research literature. Many of them
are explicitly described as “new paradigms,” as “new con-
mptual frameworks for design,” and so forth. They are also
quite easy to identify by the simple technique of trying to
force them into the Enhanced Solution pro forma. From

the experience of trying, I was led to the following addi-
tional pro forma for describ~ radical solutions:

R S Radical Solution:
A radical solution to the problem of <problem defti-
tio~ is described, based on csolution strategy>. In
comparison with <existing normal solutions> it offers
<advantages>, which have been demonstrated in prelim-
inary tests, but it leaves a number of side-effects to be
addressed including -&t of side-effects>. Strategies am
s~ested for addressing these side-effects.

Of the 282 papers classified, 90 descrkd solutions of some
form, and of these only 8 could be clearly identified as en-
hanced solutions, while 70 clearly fitted the radical-solution
pro forma. The remaining 12 fell in between, mostly be-
cause they could not offer any analytical or empirical evi-
dence to justify their claims. However, since all of these
borderline cases described attempts to improve existing
paradigms, I chose to include them in the Enhanced

Solution category. Figure 2 gives examples of both
Radical Solution and “borderline” Enhanced Solution pro
forma abstracts.

Design Experience and Heuristics

One remaining issue in HCI research is how radical solu-
tions make the transition to normal practice, and what
kinds of research aid this transition. What happens next af-
ter a radical solution has been invented? Obviously, many
such solutions fall by the wayside, but some of them are
eventually accepted into normal practice, and are then taken
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through stages of pro~essive enhancement. But until they
gain acceptance, to what kinds of research do they owe their
progress, and can we fmd the products of this research re-
ported in the literature?

As we have seen, radical solutions bring about change
along many dimensions, often in unpredictable ways. In
the early days of their use, therefore, it is hard to study my

single aspect of their behaviour. When studies are carried
out, they tend to arrive at a collection of qualitative obser-

vations rather than a single quantitative one. We therefore
see many examples of broad-ranging studies of new solu-
tions which do not attempt to focus on any one issue, but
present the findings as a whole. As the studies become
more focused, they may seek to encapsulate observations
into guidelines or heuristics for the benefit of designers.
Ultimately we should expect them to reach a point where
improved modelling techniques or enhanced solutions
(borderline or otherwise) start to emerge.

Studies leading to publication of experience or design
heuristics can be captured in abstracts based on the follow-
ing pro forma, examples of which are shown in Figure 3:

M Experience ardor Heuristic
Studies reported here of <application> supported by
<supporting technology> generate a number of findings
concerning <issues>, including <list-of-findings>.

(a) A radical solution to the problem of information
navigation is described, based on analysis of eye move-
ment to infer which item holds most interest for the
user and therefore merits exploration in more detail
(Starker90).

(b) A radical solution to the problem of rapid, reliable
text entry in pen-based systems is described, based on an
alphabet of single-stroke characters or unistrokes. In
comparison to ordinary hand printing it offers increased

speed, fewer recognition errors and “eyes-free” entry,
which have been demonstrated in preliminary tests, but
it leaves a number of side-effkcts to be addressed includ-
ing diffkulties in meeting requirements for rapid learn-
ing and large alphabets. Strategies for overcoming these
difficulties am suggested (Goldberg93).

(c) Studies of existing text-cursor positioning tech-
niques have shown deficiencies in speed and error rates.
Erihanced designs for cursor positionkg and display are
described, based on a special shift key for moving to a
text pattern and separate display of insertion and deletion
points. In comparison with existing solutions, they of-
fer enhanced speed of cursor movement and fewer errors
(Raskin89).

Figure 2. Examples of Radical Solution pro tormas
(a and b) and “borderline” Enhanced Solutions (c).
Sources: Starker and Bolt, C/-l/ ’90 Proc., pp. 3-9;
Goldberg and Richardson, /r)ferO+/ ’93 Proc., pp. 80-
87; Rasldn, CHI ’89 Proc., pp. 167-170.

They indicate that <requirement> is / is not met by
<design-heuristic>.

Summary of results of survey

After the analysis of the “Other” papers from the initial
survey, which identified those covering Radical Solutions
or Experience/Heuristics, and reclass~led the “borderline”
Enhanced Solutions, the results were as shown in Table 3.

The proportion of papers falling outside the three traditional

categories is still high, at around 70 percent. The most
common are reports of experience and heuristics, which ac-
count for 113 of the 282 papers covered by the study, or
over 40 percent. Radical solutions, at 70 out of 282 or
roughly 25 pmxmt, are the next most frequent. Of the
three traditional categories, Enhanced Tools and Methods
me most frequently reported.

DISCUSSION

A number of questions are raised by this study. Why, for
example, do HCI researchers invest so much effort in de-
veloping and studying radical solutions? Is it beneficial to
the systems development industry that they should do so? I
conclude this paper with brief discussions of these two
questions, but turn fust to two other matters: the conduct
of the study itself, and some issues raised by pro forma ab-
stracts themselves.

The conduct of the study

As I have pointed out, this is only a preliminary and per-
sonal study. It lacks rigour and thoroughness in several re-
spects. It needs to be followed up with a full-scale study,
in which the classtilcation of research is conducted by a
panel of abstract-writers who have been properly instructed
and trained, and have been given preliminary tests to ensure
consistent resuhs. The conhasting study of other fields of
engineering needs to be widened, and the seledion of fields
made in a more objective manner. This preliminary study,
while undoubtedly weakened by the use of informal meth-
ods, has perhaps indicated that there is a si@lcant differ-
ence between HCI and other engineering disciplines, worth
investigating further.

Studies reported here of collaboration supported by a
video environment generate a number of findings con-
cerning shared work support, privacy, awareness and
blurring of boundaries, including the need to support the
full range of shared work and to meet users’ desire for
both privacy and unobtmsive awareness (Gaver92).

Studies reported here of searching for documents sup-
ported by graphical icons generate a number of findings
concerning search times. They indicate thats@ of vi-
sual searching is best met by using simple icon designs
(Byrne93).

Figure 3. Examples of Experience/Heuristics pro
formas. Sources: Gaver et al., CHI ’90 Proc., pp. 27-
35; Byrne, lnterCHl ’93 Proc., pp. 449-453,
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On the uses of pro formas

I have found pro formas usefid in helping me discriminate
more clearly between the different categories of research
product. More than that, I have found that transforming the
contents of papers into abstracts has involved me in reading
and, I believe, understanding the contents much more thor-
oughly than I had before, I have learned through this pro-
cess that the essential contribution of papers to system de-
sign is often far from obvious, at least from the abstracts
provided by authors. This has led me to wonder whether it
might be beneficial if authors were to include a pro forma

abstract encapsulating the resuks of their research.

An advantage of writing pro forma abstracts describing
one’s own research is that it makes clear what the research
does cover and what it does not. If no motivating analysis
or confiiatory test has been conducted, these portions of
the abstract are notably absent. Again. if authors were to
attempt to cast their work into pro formas they might no-
tice these omissions before it was too late.

The pro formas discussed here are intended to describe re-
search after its completion, but they can easily be adapted
to describe research projects before they begin or while they
are in progress. They become useful for proposing research
or reporting on progress, e.g.:

A radical solution to the problem of interacting with the
contents of paper documents will be developed, based on
the use of an over-the-desk video camera and image
recognition. In comparison with manual solutions or
with solutions based on scanning, OCR and display, the
proposed solution should offer much improved speeds of

task performance, which will be demonstrated in
preliminary tests. It can be expected to exhibit a
number of side-effects including sensitivity to poor
lighting and to paper movement, which will be
investigated (based on [91).

Again, an advantage of using pro formas to document pro-
posed or ongoing research lies in their help in identifying
essential components and activities, such as the essential

EM ES ET RS XH other Tot. %E..
CH1 ’89 3 6 13 12 18 2 54 40.7
CHI ’90 5 3 411213 47 25.5
CHI ’91 34 715203 52 26.9
CHI ’92 9 4 817281 67 31.3
lnterC’HI ’93 4 31015264 62 27.4

Totals 24 20 42 70 113 13 282 30.4

-t 8.5 7.1 14.924.840.1 4.6100.0

Table 3. Final results of analysis: distribution of
HCI research papers among five categories, includ-
ing Radical Solutions (/? S ) and
Experience/Heuristics (XH). The ‘%E..” column
shows the total percentage falling in the EM, ES and
ETcategories.
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comparison of proposed radical solutiom with normal solu-
tions.

Why invest in radical solutions?

A number of plausible reasons can be found for HCI re-
searchers’ apparent interest in radical solutions. The pace
of technological change may very well encourage radical
innovation by making existing solutions obsolete and new
ones possible. However, this would not seem sufficient
reason to persuade so many researchers to give up their tra-
ditionally analytical role to become inventors.

A possible explanation lies in the economic structure of
engineering research, and the researcher’s preference for the
cheapest route to the biggest return [10]. When the en-
hancement of models is hard but the design and testing of
solutions is easy, researchers are likely to gravitate the lat-
ter if they have the choice. HCI creates an extreme bias in
favour of the designer, since the improvement of analytical
models of human behaviour is so very difficult in compari-
son with the construction of prototypes for humans to try
out.

But why engage in radical design rather than enhance exist-

ing solutions? Does HCI research perhaps offer a degree of
freedom that other research engineers are denied? It is sig-
nificant that many of the solutions proposed by HCI re-
sea.mhers are relatively unconstrained by the environment in
which they are intended to be used; at least the constraints
are much less than in Electronics, say, where there are nu-
merous design standards to be complied with. There is an
opportunity for the designer to give free rein to his or her
creative abilities. Radical solutions are very likely to
emerge if this is creativity is encouraged: which leads me to
the second question.

Does industry need radical-solutions research?

We might expect to identify an industrial need for the prod-
ucts of any engineering research discipline. In the case of
HCI, given its emphasis on design, we might expect to
discover this need in the way design is done. The earlier
account of the design process identdled a number of ways
in which the products of reseamh can assist the designee we
would expct these to provide ways for radical solutions to
make contributions.

If we look for opportunities for radical solutions to assist

design, however, we see that they are inherently handi-
capped by virtue of their radical nature. For example, radi-
cal solutions cannot easily contribute to step 2 (choosing a
solution) because of difficulty in comparing with other so-
lutions, nor to step 3 (working out details) because their de-
tails tend to be ill-defied, nor to step 5 (estimating com-
pliance with specifications) because they do not usually
permit performance predictions. Far from assisting normai
engineering design. then. radical solutions mi@ be ex-
pected to hinder it, creating more work for the designer and
increasing uncertainty and risk. We might expect to see ev-
idence of design failure as a result of introducing radical so
lutions, and indeed we do see occasional reports of this
kind, such as the investigation of the London Ambulance
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Service system failure and the report on Therac-25, both of
which suggest that a more radical user interface design was
used than might have been appropriate [7,81.

The point I wish to make is not, however, that radical solu-

tions are harmfid as research products, They are useful, in-
deed essential, in enabling system designers to break free
from existing solutions that are reaching their limits of en-

hancement. The point is that the enhancement of solutions
is vital to progress and is not being published, Radical in-
novation in fact breathes a great deal of vitality into HCI
research and thus generates benefits of a special kind. It
needs to be motivated by real evidence that existing solu-
tions are reaching their limits. It needs to be comple-
mented by a flow of enhanced solutions that designers can
study, learn from and possibly exploit in their own work.
This flow of enhanced designs is being stifled we need to

understand why, and do something to correct it.
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